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CUBICAL RIPSER: SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTING PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY OF
IMAGE AND VOLUME DATA
SHIZUO KAJI, TAKEKI SUDO, AND KAZUSHI AHARA
Abstract. We introduce Cubical Ripser for computing persistent homology of image and volume data.
To our best knowledge, Cubical Ripser is currently the fastest and the most memory-efficient program
for computing persistent homology of image and volume data. We demonstrate our software with
an example of image analysis in which persistent homology and convolutional neural networks are
successfully combined. Our open source implementation is available at [14].
1. Introduction
Recent years, Topological Data Analysis (TDA, for short) has gained much attention as a new way
of looking at data ([4, 6] provide a survey). One of the main computational tools of TDA is persistent
homology, which extracts topological features from filtered simplicial complexes. Point clouds, time
series, and images can be turned into filtered simplicial complexes. Extracted features of data by
persistent homology are used as input for statistical techniques to provide new insights on the data
which are overlooked with conventional feature extractors (see, e.g., [7, 8]).
Most of the conventional feature extractors for images focus on local information of images. For
example, convolution looks at the relation among neighbouring pixels. On the other hand, homology
provides a way to encode global information of images into numeric values. Global features are what
humans usually perceive from data and are generally robust. Persistent homology provides practical
machinery to extract global features of data which can be used in conjunction with conventional
methods (Example 4.5).
There are various pieces of software to compute persistent homology; DIPHA, GUDHI, and Ripser,
to name a few popular ones. Ripser [2] is known to be the most efficient in terms of memory and time
for computing persistent homology of the Vietoris-Rips complexes. The Vietoris-Rips complex is one
of the major form of simplicial complex arising from point clouds. Ripser cannot be directly applied
to other forms of data, including images.
In this note, we introduce Cubical Ripser for computing persistent homology of images (with the
coefficients in Z/2Z), which was initially developed during the master’s program of the second author
under the supervision of the third author [11]. Here, we mean by images real-valued functions over
two-dimensional or three-dimensional grids. In other words, 2D or 3D arrays of floating-point values,
which include greyscale pictures and volume data. Typical examples include medical images and
material scans. Cubical Ripser is an adaptation of Ripser to cubical complexes and inherits efficiency
from its parent. The primary goal of this note is to provide practitioners with quick access to the tool.
Here, we give an intuitive account of the persistent homology of 2D/3D images. For a real value
a ∈ R, we obtain a binary image consisting of those pixels with values less than or equal to a;
this is nothing but thresholding. We call the resulting binary image the sublevel set at a. From this
binary image, we can extract its topology by the usual notion of homology; by counting the number of
connected components, the number of loops, and the number of voids. Persistent homology combines
the homology of the sublevel sets by sweeping the threshold through the whole real numbers. The
information of persistent homology is conveniently expressed as barcodes, a set of intervals in the
real numbers. More specifically, Cubical Ripser takes 2D/3D images as input and outputs a set of
pairs of the real numbers. Each pair is denoted by [a, b) (a, b ∈ R ∪ {∞}) and is either of dimension
0,1, or 2. A 0-dimensional pair [a, b) represents a connected component which emerges at threshold
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a and disappears at b (see Figure 3). A 1-dimensional (resp. 2-dimensional) pair represents a loop
(resp. void) in a similar manner.
2. Persistent homology of images
In this note, we mean by an image a real-valued function over a grid. A 3-dimensional grid of size
N is the set Ω3N = {(i, j, k) ∈ Z3 | 0 ≤ i, j, k < N}, and a 3-dimensional image (or volume) is a function
φ : X → R, where X is a subset of Ω3N . Note that a 2-dimensional image is a special case when X is
contained in the subspace k = 0.
Typical examples include greyscale pictures, CT and MR imaging, and AFM. Note that in our
definition, images can be defined on a non-rectangular region such as a disk. In this case, we can
extend φ to the whole Ω3 by assigning ∞ (in practice, a huge floating point number) outside the
domain.
Example 2.1 (Preprocessing). There are typically two ways to obtain an image from the observed
data. Suppose we have a greyscale picture. If the features we are interested in is related to its pixel
intensity values, we would use the greyscale picture as it is. On the other hand, if we are more
interested in its spatial pattern, we may want to encode spatial information into pixel values. One
popular way to do so is to use the distance transform. First, we make the greyscale picture binary
(black and white) by thresholding. A drawback is that we have to choose how to threshold (see [10]).
Then, apply the distance transform, which assigns each pixel with the signed distance to the nearest
boundary between black and white (see Fig. 1). This process is easily done with the SciPy [12] and
the Scikit-Image Python package [13] as described in Code 1.
Figure 1. A binary image (left) and its distance transform by the L1-norm (right)
Code 1. Python codes for thresholding and distance transform
1 # img is a 2D or 3D Numpy array
2 from scipy.ndimage.morphology import distance_transform_edt
3 from skimage.filters import threshold_otsu
4 bw_img = (img >= threshold_otsu(img))
5 dt_img = distance_transform_edt(bw_img)-distance_transform_edt(˜bw_img)
Our computation strategy for persistent homology is the same as that of Ripser; compute coho-
mology by matrix reduction ([5]) with implicit representation of the coboundary matrix. We refer
the reader to [5] for the details of the algorithm. We only give a brief account of what is peculiar to
images.
For an image φ : X → R is the associated filtered cubical complex K(φ) consisting of cubical cells.
Each cubical cell is identified by a tuple (x, y, z,m, d), where (x, y, z) ∈ Ω3 is the location, m ∈ {0, 1, 2}
is the type, and d ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} is the dimension of the cell.
A 0-dimensional cell is just a pixel/voxel. There is only a single type m = 0. The birth time of
the cell (x, y, z, 0, 0) is given by the function value φ(x, y, z). A 1-dimensional cell (x, y, z, 0, 1) of type
m = 0 consists of two 0-cells (x, y, z, 0, 0) and (x + 1, y, z, 0, 0). A 1-dimensional cell (x, y, z, 1, 1) of
type m = 1 consists of two 0-cells (x, y, z, 0, 0) and (x, y + 1, z, 0, 0). A 1-dimensional cell (x, y, z, 2, 1)
of type m = 2 consists of two 0-cells (x, y, z + 1, 0, 0) and (x, y + 1, z, 0, 0). Similarly, we have three
types of 2-dimensional cell. There is only one type of 3-dimensional cell. The birth time of a cell is
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Figure 2. 0- and 1-cell and their cofaces in a 2-dimensional image. The numbers in
the boxes indicates the function value. Our convention is that the coordinates of the
upper-left voxel is (0, 0, 0) and that of the cell to the right is (1, 0, 0).
defined by the maximum of the birth time of the 0-cells contained in it. The set of cofaces of a d-cell
is the (d + 1)-cells containing it. These definitions are easily understood from Figure 2.
The set of d-cells is ordered by the lexicographic ordering of (−birth time,m, z, y, x); cells with
larger birth time come first, and among cells with the same birth time, those with smaller type come
first, etc.
The 0-th persistent (co)homology is nothing but the transition of the connected components of
the sublevel set of φ. It is computed efficiently by the union-find algorithm. Two 0-cells are con-
nected if there is a sequence of 1-cells connecting them. In other words, we consider 4-neighbour
connectivity in 2D images and 6-neighbour connectivity in 3D images. Traversing 1-cells in decreas-
ing order (smaller birth time first) and merging connected components, we obtain the 0-th persistent
(co)homology. When two connected components are merged by a 1-cell, the one with the larger birth
time is killed. See Figure 3 for the computation of 0-th persistence.
The 1st and 2nd persistent cohomology is computed by reducing the coboundary matrix D in in-
creasing order of cells. Let us adopt the convention in which (i, j) entry of D is one if and only if the
j-th cell has the i-th cell as a coface. The matrix D is sparse, and each column can be computed easily
on-the-fly. What we have to do to compute persistent cohomology is to turn D into upper-triangular
form by column operations. Thanks to the property D2 = 0, many columns are known to be reduced
to zero without computation. See [5] for details.
Figure 3. 0-th persistence of a 2D image. From left to right, in the sublevel set φ ≤ −2
a connected component is born, in φ ≤ −1 two other connected components are born,
in φ ≤ 1 the upper one with birth time −1 is killed and merged into the one with
birth time −2, in φ ≤ 2 the right one with birth time −1 is killed. Therefore, the 0-th
barcodes are [−2,∞), [−1, 1), [−1, 2).
Remark 2.2. Sorting cells could be improved by first sorting voxels (0-cells) by the birth time. Since
the birth time of a cell is the largest birth time of 0-cells contained in it, higher cells can be sorted by
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enumerating all the cells containing a 0-cell. However, in our situation, we have to sort only twice;
for 1-cells and for 2-cells. So we did not use this possible optimisation in favour of the simplicity of
the codes. In practice, we observed that the optimisation gained us only less than 1% speed up.
3. Timing
We compared computational efficiency with DIPHA [3], one of the most popular and efficient
software which computes persistent homology of various complexes including images. We computed
persistent homology of two 3D greyscale images, Bonasai and Head Aneurism1, and the greyscale
Lena 2D image (see Table 2). To see the scalability, halved and quartered images were also used.
The computation time and memory usage are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Note that due to insufficient
memory, we could not finish the computation for Head Aneurism 5123 with DIPHA on our machine
(see Table 1). On the other hand, with sufficient memory and many cores, DIPHA would outperform
Cubical Ripser.
CPU AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2990WX 32-Core Processor
Memory 64GB
OS Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS
Compiler GCC 7.5.0
MPI (for DIPHA) Intel MPI 3.3.2
Table 1. Machine configuration used for experiments
Lena512 Lena1024 Lena2048 Bonsai64 Bonsai128 Bonsai256 Head128 Head256 Head512
Size 5122 10242 20482 643 1283 2563 1283 2563 5123
0-cycles 17789 29382 35559 2015 8207 13751 168857 550014 703506
1-cycles 10253 21079 28509 5871 25117 46777 231250 858765 1497812
2-cycles 0 0 0 3026 14898 32300 48537 213409 625466
Table 2. Dataset specification: image size and the number of cycles (barcodes)
Lena512 Lena1024 Lena2048 Bonsai64 Bonsai128 Bonsai256 Head128 Head256 Head512
Cubical Ripser (single process) 0.18 0.81 3.3 0.6 4.5 38 6.6 50 355
DIPHA (single process) 0.71 2.8 11 2 13 106 15 123 NA
DIPHA-d (single process) 0.74 3.0 12 2.3 16 128 16.7 143 NA
DIPHA (MPI 2 process) 0.45 1.7 7.4 1.7 9.8 79 10.5 86 NA
DIPHA (MPI 4 process) 0.36 0.98 4.4 1.4 6.8 59 6.5 61 NA
DIPHA (MPI 8 process) 0.40 0.88 3.0 1.1 5.3 44 4.1 38 NA
Table 3. Timing measured in seconds (5-fold average). DIPHA-d uses the dualization
(cohomology) algorithm. NA means the computation did not finish due to insufficient
memory
Lena512 Lena1024 Lena2048 Bonsai64 Bonsai128 Bonsai256 Head128 Head256 Head512
Cubical Ripser 35MB 127MB 494MB 55MB 414MB 3.1GB 443MB 3.1GB 22GB
DIPHA 112MB 380MB 1.4GB 208MB 1.4GB 11GB 1.4GB 11GB NA
DIPHA-d 113MB 380MB 1.4GB 206MB 1.4GB 11GB 1.4GB 11GB NA
Table 4. Memory usage
Cubical Ripser has a command-line option (--min_cache_size) to control the trade-off between
speed and memory usage by suppressing caching. For example, for the Bonsai256 dataset
--min_cache_size 5000 takes 60s and 2.5GB memory against the default (--min_cache_size 0)
taking 38s and 3.1GB memory. However, the memory gain does not usually pay for the much longer
computation time.
1available at https://klacansky.com/open-scivis-datasets/
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4. Example
In this section, we give a quick instruction on how to use our software for image analysis.
The python module of Cubical Ripser is easily installed with 
> pip install git+https://github.com/shizuo-kaji/CubicalRipser_3dim 
Also one can easily build the program from the source available at [14] on any machine with the
standard compilers such as G++, Clang, or Microsoft C++.
Example 4.1 (JPEG image). Given an JPEG image input.jpg, we first convert it into a 2D Numpy
array input.npy: 
> python demo/img2npy.py input.jpg input.npy 
Code 2 computes the persistent homology of the image with Python.
Code 2. Python codes for computing persistent homology
1 # import the Numpy module
2 import numpy as np
3 # load the cubical ripser python module
4 import cripser
5 # load the image in the numpy array format
6 arr = np.load("input.npy").astype(np.float64)
7 # compute the persistent homology
8 result = cripser.computePH(arr)
Here, result is another 2D Numpy array of shape (M, 6), where M is the number of barcodes. The
six numbers of each row indicate dimension of the cycle, birth time, death time, and location (x, y, z)
(see Example 4.4).
Alternatively, one can use the command-line executable to compute the persistent homology of the
2D or 3D Numpy array input.npy and obtain results in result.csv. 
> ./cubicalripser --location birth --output result.csv input.npy 
Each line in the output result.csv consists of six numbers indicating dimension of the cycle, birth
time, death time, and location (x, y, z).
Example 4.2 (3D volume image in DICOM). Given a series of DICOM files named input??.dcm,
where ?? = 00,01,02,03,..., one can convert them to a single 3D Numpy array volume.npy that is
compatible with Cubical Ripser by 
> python demo/img2npy.py input*.dcm volume.npy 
A series of image files such JPEG and PNG (as long as the Pillow library can handle them) can also
be made into a volume in a similar way.
Note that here we rely on the shell’s path expansion. If your shell does not support it, you can
manually specify file names as in 
> python demo/img2npy.py input00.dcm input01.dcm input03.dcm volume.npy 
Example 4.3 (Data exchange with DIPHA). We included a little script, dipha2npy.py, for conversion
between Cubical Ripser and DIPHA’s input and output formats.
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# convert an Numpy array "img.npy" into DIPHA’s format "img.complex"
> python dipha2npy.py img.npy img.complex
# the other way around
> python dipha2npy.py img.complex img.npy
# convert DIPHA’s output "result.output" into an Numpy array "result.npy"
> python dipha2npy.py result.output result.npy 
Example 4.4 (Localised features). Homology encodes global information, but it contains certain local
information as well. Cubical Ripser outputs for each homological feature (barcode) the location of
the cell where it is born (or optionally, killed). These coordinates can be used to roughly localise
where the homological features exist.
For an input image, we can make another image for each d = 0, 1, 2 of the same size whose pixel
value is the maximum lifetime (death time minus birth time) of the homological feature (barcode) at
the location. This image is usually very sparse. By stacking the original image and these images for
d = 0, 1, 2, we obtain a 4-channel image, which we call the lifetime enhanced image. The lifetime
enhanced image can be obtained as follows: 
# Compute persistent homology of the image input.npy
> ./cubicalripser --location birth --output result.npy input.npy
# From the output result.npy, create the lifetime enhanced image
> python demo/stackPH.py result.npy -o lifetime_image.npy -i input.npy 
See Figure 4 for a 2D image example.
Another way to incorporate persistent homology information to the original image is to keep the
histogram of the homological feature for each pixel; for each pixel, make the 2D histogram of (birth,
lifetime) of the homological feature located at the pixel. Then, flatten the histogram to obtain a vector
for each pixel. We call the resulting image the persistent histogram image. The script stackPH.py
produces the persistent histogram image if executed with the command-line option “-t hist”. In
this way, we can encode more information than lifetime. The drawback is that the resulting stacked
image has many channels and requires more computational resource. Persistent histogram image can
be considered as a local variant of the persistence image [1] which provide a vector representation of
persistent homology.
Example 4.5 (Combination with Neural Networks). A neural network with many layers trained with a
lot of data would successfully learn global features of images by piling up local information. However,
when data is scarce, it is beneficial to help neural networks by feeding it with mathematically defined
global features. For this purpose, we can use the lifetime enhanced images considered in Example
4.4 as input for convolutional neural networks to achieve specific tasks.
To demonstrate this idea, we conducted an experiment of the classification task of the Reduced
MNIST dataset [9]. The dataset consists of the MNIST handwritten digits 0 through 9 but the training
dataset contains only 10 images, one sample from each class. The test dataset contains 10000 images.
Our task is to classify the images into ten categories. The original images are 28 × 28 greyscale. We
scaled them up to 56 × 56 so that it gets more difficult for a convolutional neural network to grasp
global information.
We used a simple convolutional neural networks with three Conv-BatchNorm-ReLU-MaxPool-
Dropout layers followed by a fully-connected layer2. We fed them with two types of inputs: just the
images of digits (denoted by without PH) and the lifetime enhanced images of d = 0, 1 computed
from the distance transform (denoted by with PH). The lifetime in this case corresponds roughly to
the size of the feature such as loops in the images. An example of the lifetime enhanced images is
given in Figure 4.
2See the codes at https://github.com/shizuo-kaji/HomologyCNN for the details.
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Figure 4. Lifetime enhanced image: the original greyscale images is displayed as the
red channel, the d = 0 lifetime image is displayed as the green channel, and the d = 1
as the blue channel.
We measured the accuracy and the top-2 accuracy (the network can make two predictions for each
image). The results are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Reduced MNIST classification results: (Left) accuracy and Top-2 accuracy
measured twenty times, (Right) Accuracy for each class
From the boxplot of twenty measurements for each configuration, we observe that the lifetime
information generally increases the performance although the performance fluctuates due to minimal
training data. We note that the performance gain for those “topologically conspicuous” figures such
as 0, 8, and 9 are relatively large.
We conducted a similar experiments with the 3D MNIST dataset3, which consists of volumetric
images of digits converted from MNIST. With the 3D MNIST, we did not see any significant increase
in the performance. This may be attributed to the fact that topological features such as holes are
wiped out in the images due to the low resolution (16 × 16 × 16). The results and the codes for the
experiments are made available4 in the hope that they provide a hands-on example for applying our
method to other image analysis tasks.
Note that all the python scripts used here are included in our codes. If executed with the command-
line option “-h”, they show a brief usage.
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